THEFT Thefts Under $951

Address: 1011 NEWPORT AVE
Summary: OPD responded to the report of medication theft. Officers contacted the RP who reported that an unauthorized subject picked up her mother's medication from the pharmacy. A report was taken.

OTHER INCIDENT Assist Glenn Co Sheriff

Address: 105 MODOC ST
Summary: OPD responded to assist GCSO Deputies with a report of trespassing. Officers assisted until no longer needed.

OTHER INCIDENT Welfare Check

Address: 817 NEWPORT AVE
Summary: OPD responded to a request for a welfare check. Officers contacted the reporting party who stated she hadn't seen her neighbor in several days. Officers contacted the neighbor who was fine and advised to contact the reporting party.

OTHER INCIDENT Found Property / Non-Criminal

Address: NEWVILLE RD
Summary: OPD responded to the report of a found wallet. OPD took possession of the wallet and contacted the owner. OPD returned the wallet to the owner. NFA by OPD.

THEFT Thefts Under $951

Address: 804 THIRD ST
Summary: OPD responded to the report of a petty theft. OPD contacted 29 y/o Jessica Etchieson who reported an unknown person stole recycle cans from her yard. Etchieson requested extra patrol. NFA by OPD.

OTHER INCIDENT Suspicious Circumstances

Address: E MILL ST
Summary: OPD responded to the report of subjects in the back yard of a residence. OPD arrived and checked the area. OPD was UTL. NFA by OPD.

CVC MOVING VIOL Failure to dim headlights/on coming car

Address: SIXTH ST
Summary: OPD initiated a traffic enforcement stop on a black Ford F150 for an equipment violation. The driver, 17 Y/O juvenile was issued a citation for driving without a license, no proof of insurance, using off-road lights on the highway, and failure to dim hi-beams.

CVC MOVING VIOL Basic Speed Law

Address: WALKER ST
Summary: OPD initiated a traffic enforcement stop on a black Ford Explorer for a moving violation. The driver, 19 Y/O, Ashtyn McGregor, of Chico was issued a citation for speeding (46 in a 25), no proof of insurance, failure to display current registration tabs, and not having the registration with the vehicle.
CVC MOVING VIOL Basic Speed Law

Address: SIXTH ST
Summary: OPD initiated a traffic enforcement stop on a blue Chevrolet Cavalier for a moving violation. The driver, 19 Y/O, Justin Parker, of Chico was issued a citation for speeding (70 in a 35), no proof of insurance, not in possession of his driver’s license, and not having the registration with the vehicle. During the traffic stop I located two open alcohol containers in the vehicle. The passenger, 34 y/o Carli Smith of Chico was cited for possession of open container.

CVC MOVING VIOL Reckless Driving on Highway

Address: 
Summary: OPD responded to a report of a reckless driver in a white BMW, traveling south on 99W. OPD checked the area and were UTL any vehicle.

CVC REG VIOL Expired Registration vehicle

Address: A STREET
Summary: OPD located a green 1995 Suzuki parked with expired registration. A parking citation was issued to the registered owner.

CVC REG VIOL Expired Registration vehicle

Address: A STREET
Summary: OPD located a white 2006 Dodge Pick-up parked with expired registration. A parking citation was issued to the registered owner.

CVC EQUIP Modified Exhaust

Address: EAST STREET
Summary: OPD initiated a traffic enforcement stop on a white Honda Accord for a moving violation. The driver, 24 Y/O, Baltazar Flores, of Orland was issued a citation for having a modified exhaust.

PUBLIC NUISANCE Trespass

Address: 1502 RAILROAD AV
Summary: OPD was dispatched to a report of trespass. Officers contacted the RP who reported he saw a male subject running out of the building. Officers checked the area but were unable to locate the male subject.